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which try to disrupt the musical progress
throughout. The main theme of Titan’s
Progress is derived from Mahler’s fanfare
— a chorale melody which is heard three
times in all and represents the progress of
the central character’s ‘titanic’ spirit from
youthful innocence to mature experience.
Titan’s Progress opens with a dramatic ‘curtain
up’ gesture, vividly captured by Cory.
Episodes in the life of the ‘Titan’ are then
played out in a series of contrasting musical
scenes. A pulsating opening episode leads

to Mahler’s own ‘second subject’ melody,
arranged as a slow lilting dance. The
progress of a playful, syncopated Farandole is
summarily interrupted by stabbing chords.
When the ‘Titan’ chorale returns in noble,
heroic guise, it is elaborated by the soprano
cornet, played here by Steve Stewart,
who received the Best Instrumentalist
prize for his sterling efforts throughout
the piece. The scene changes again as we
hear solo cornet and euphonium calling
to each other as if from across an Alpine
valley, while a cheeky Ländler (an Austrian
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folk dance in three time) is played out in
the valley below. The piece culminates in a
substantial fugue and final chorale. Cory’s
ending was much slower than marked on
the score, but it worked a treat in the Royal
Albert Hall acoustic, because we heard clearly
the progressive harmony that leads the ear to
the final peroration. Cory’s emphatic victory
sealed a historic Grand Slam of major contest
titles - Open, Nationals, European, Brass in
Concert and the inaugural Band of the Year –
for the number one brass band in the world.
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Providing the after-contest entertainment this
year was the number two ranked band, Black
Dyke Band and its Music Director Professor
Nicholas J. Childs. Earlier in the day, the
Royal Albert Hall audience enjoyed their
scintillating ‘runner-up’ account of Titan’s
Progress, in which the band’s star soloists were
on particularly fine form. The band’s short
concert included another opportunity to hear
from one of them, Principal Cornet Richard
Marshall, who delighted everyone with his
rendition of the much-loved Caprice Zelda,
by Australian cornet virtuoso and composer
Percy Code (1888-1953). For a short time
before the outbreak of World War 1, Code was
invited by Besses o’ th’ Barn Band, then at the
height of its international fame, to come to
England as its Principal Cornet.

Commissioned for the 2015 Dutch National
Championship (Fourth Division), the work is
based on a hymn tune composed by organist
John Zundel (1815-1882). Born near Stuttgart
in Germany, Zundel settled in New York
in 1847. Between 1850 and 1878 he served
organist at Plymouth Congregational Church
(Brooklyn), where Henry Ward Beecher was
the pastor. Zundel’s tune Beecher was written as
a setting for Charles Wesley’s Love divine, all loves
excelling. Its strong lines and rhythms make it
ripe for musical development. Stephen Bulla’s
variants unfold seamlessly in a fast-slow-fast
arc, contrasting assertive fanfares and sprung
rhythms with longer, more sustained melodic
lines. At the heart of the work is a hushed
slow section featuring tricky solos for cornet,
soprano cornet, flugel horn and euphonium.

There was an international dimension to the
Kapitol Promotions Music Panel’s choices
of test pieces this year. At the Cheltenham
finals for sections one to four (14 and 15
September) the panel had decided on two
recent works from the USA and France and
two revivals of music from the 1980s by two
major figures from the UK.

French composer Thierry Deleruyelle
came to prominence in the brass band
world in 2016, when his first major brass
band piece, Fraternity, received acclaimed
première performances at the European
Championships in Lille. Since then he has
been in high demand and, as of October
2019, has published three more test pieces,
including Viking Age, which he dedicated
to the brass band of the Conservatoire at
Colmar (France). It is a concise, actionpacked work in four tightly composed
sections. These are based on a four-note cell

Stephen Bulla’s elegant Beecher Variations
was the Fourth Section choice, won in
fine, sonorous style by Tewit Silver Band
from Harrogate conducted by Martin Hall.

that appears in different guises throughout.
The reputation of the Vikings as warriors
is portrayed in the first movement, Northern
Men. This is followed by Explorers and Raids,
both delivered with energy and purpose
in the robust winning performance from
Uppermill Band (Dean Redfern). The
final section, Heritage, begins - like the final
moments of Fraternity - with a cornet cadenza
and a moment of calm reflection, before
ending with a sonorous concluding hymn.
The cinematic quality of Viking Age, and
indeed much of the current test-piece
writing, is mirrored in the arrangements
that find their way onto the concert
programmes of the majority of brass bands.
The latest Black Dyke at the Movies selection
brings together title tracks from favourite
blockbusters, skilfully stitched together
by the band’s current young composer in
association Andy Wareham. The set opens
with John Williams’ classic Harry Potter music
(arranged by Andy Duncan) and continues
on to For your eyes only (arranged by Darrol
Barry), which features Black Dyke’s own
‘Bond Girls’ – Zoe Lovatt-Cooper (flugel
horn), Siobhan Bates, Alison Childs and
Sammy Latus (tenor horns) and Katrina
Marzella (baritone).

the circumstances of its creation. The
opening Fanfare is brief and to the point.
Festivities continues the celebratory mood
but in a more intricate manner, including
tricky dissonant syncopations. Elegy begins
enigmatically before a folk-like tune
unfolds, played by the flugel horn and
euphonium, that builds to a powerful tutti
climax. The exuberant concluding Dance
(7/4 time) is a tribute to Malcolm Arnold.
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In the Second Section at Cheltenham,
South Yorkshire Police Band and Leigh
Baker brought an exuberant sense of
Occasion to their winning performance of
Edward Gregson’s 1986 suite. The piece
was commissioned for the National Youth
finals, held at the Royal Albert Hall.
Edward Gregson’s material was drawn from
three different sources: the opening Fanfare
(1981) was a wedding present for his friend
and fellow composer Paul Patterson; Elegy
and Dance was commissioned a year later for
a new brass band competition in Scotland,
whilst Festivities was freshly added to complete
the Suite. While it is a true occasional work, it
brings together the ingredients of Gregson’s
early style in a thoroughly entertaining
and surprisingly coherent fashion given

There was a palpable air of mystery about
the extended slow opening moments
of Philip Sparke’s symphonic poem
Endeavour (Australia 1788-1988) in the
winning performance of the First Section.
Thereafter,
Unison
Kinneil
Band
conducted by Raymond Tennant imparted
a terrific sense of energy and purpose
to this rarely heard work. The sustained
slow opening, with his muted effects and
enigmatic euphonium solo, and the modal
melodies given to the principal soloists
in the centre of the work, remind us that
Endeavour was composed a few months
after Philip Sparke’s 1987 much admired
National Finals test, Harmony Music.
Endeavour
was
commissioned
for
the Bicentennial World Brass Band
Championship held in Brisbane on 29 July
1988. The piece takes its title from the name
of Captain James Cook’s vessel, in which he

circumnavigated the globe in his quest to
discover ‘Terra Australis’, the continent that
was believed to exist in the southern oceans.
The opening section, The Unknown Continent,
aims to depict the countless fruitless
voyages undertaken by many explorers to
find Australia. The mood brightens when
land comes into view. We hear a triumphal
chorale. A short bridge passage might suggest
uncertain times ahead once land is reached.
The New Challenge describes those struggles of
the early pioneers. The composer writes;
“Various strident motives are laid onto a
bass ostinato until eventually a sturdy march
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theme develops. A fugal passage follows,
which reaches a climax and dissolves into
a slower central section”. This provides
solo ‘opportunities’ for flugel horn and
euphonium, followed – as in Harmony Music
– by accompanied cadenzas for cornet and
horn. The short, spirited finale, Celebration of
Australia, is intended to convey the confidence
of a young nation. Fragments from The New
Challenge are reprised, this time in optimistic
mood, and a gradual accelerando leads to
triumphal ending.
Paul Hindmarsh
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THE NATIONALS 2019

1. TITAN’S PROGRESS
HERMANN PALLHUBER

Cory Band conducted by Philip Harper - Winners Championship Section

2. ZELDA

PERCY CODE

Cornet Soloist Richard Marshall
Black Dyke Band conducted by Prof. Nicholas J. Childs

3. BEECHER VARIATIONS*
STEPHEN BULLA

Tewit Silver Band conducted by Martin Hall - Winners Fourth Section

4. VIKING AGE*

THIERRY DELERUYELLE

Uppermill Band conducted by Dean Redfern - Winners Third Section

5-7. BLACK DYKE AT THE MOVIES
Black Dyke Band conducted by Prof. Nicholas J. Childs

I. OVERTURE • ANDY WAREHAM
II. HARRY POTTER • JOHN WILLIAMS ARR. ANDREW DUNCAN
III. FOR YOUR EYES ONLY • BILL CONTI ARR. DARROL BARRY

8. OCCASION*
EDWARD GREGSON

South Yorkshire Police Band conducted by Leigh Baker - Winners Second Section

9. ENDEAVOUR (AUSTRALIA 1788-1988)*
PHILIP SPARKE

Unison Kinneil Band conducted by Raymond Tennant - Winners First Section
Recorded at The Centaur Conference Centre, Cheltenham*
and The Royal Albert Hall, London

